Dutch businesses endorse
sustainability in COVID-19
recovery
A broad coalition of Dutch companies pledges support to take
sustainability as the cornerstone in the COVID-19 recovery plans
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The COVID-19 pandemic is unparalleled in recent history. As with all Dutch businesses, we are
committed to doing everything we can to support our healthcare system and mitigate the
economic and social impacts. We are grateful for the leadership of the Dutch government and
thank everyone who has been in the frontlines of this challenge. We will continue to take our
responsibility, as we have done ever since the outbreak of the COVID-19 crisis. Over the past weeks,
Dutch businesses and governments have formed partnerships to innovate quickly and jointly fight
the COVID-19 pandemic. We have ramped up the production of essential medical supplies within
our borders and found new ways to distribute them. These actions inspire hope for addressing
future challenges where public-private partnerships are key.
The COVID-19 crisis hits our society during its transition to a more sustainability-driven and
inclusive economy. It is important not to lose sight of this challenge, the risks associated with
climate change and the loss of biodiversity. If we act now, we will have the opportunity to
strengthen our economy while at the same time alleviate adverse impacts on our environment,
society, people’s well-being and business operations. Dutch enterprises are fully committed to
continue embedding sustainability as a leading principle in their business models. We will keep
reporting our performance annually in an integrated and transparent way. We are committed to
ensuring that our contribution to act against climate change will be grounded in science-based
ambitions and roadmaps.
We pledge our support to take sustainability as a cornerstone in COVID-19 recovery measures, at
both national and European Union (EU) level. A focus on social responsibility and climate action
through the lens of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) will reinforce economies and
also offers a north star for our global society. We must not forget that the COVID-19 pandemic
has a massive impact on developing countries. Building supply chains with inclusiveness and
sustainability embedded will help to create stable and more resilient economies on both sides.
A focus on sustainability now, adopting the UN SDGs as a guiding compass to define and measure
our efforts, will not only mitigate climate risks but also brings with it the opportunity to position our
economy for future sustainability-driven growth and a more inclusive society. Given the size of the
required recovery investments and the shortening time until our Paris commitments, we should
take full advantage of this opportunity.
As a broad coalition of Dutch businesses, we endorse a strong focus on sustainability and ask the
Dutch government to consider the following points:
1. Endorse the EU Green Deal as one of the cornerstones of the EU Recovery Plan.
The EU Green Deal combined with a strong strategy for investments, global trade and diplomacy
has the potential to accelerate sustainability transitions in global value chains. Subsequently,
this will increase EU GDP, improve health standards and create millions of decent jobs. Taking
into account the global level playing field, we support the ambitions of the EU to become climate
neutral by 2050 at the latest. We call upon the Dutch government to work together with all EU
heads of state and government to endorse the central position of the EU Green Deal within the EU
Recovery Plan.
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2. Build the COVID-19 recovery plan around an investment schedule that firmly puts our Dutch
economy on the path of realizing the SDGs and the Paris Climate Agreement.
Dutch companies are front-runners in the field of sustainability. By investing in selected
sustainability competencies, innovations, and knowledge, we can build competitive advantages.
We have to drive innovation and thereby further develop our Dutch solutions for global
challenges. Where short-term economic support provided by governments and financial
institutions to companies impacted by the pandemic has been essential, investments in
sustainable solutions in the medium-term are necessary for our economy’s long-term earnings
model. Specifically, we would strongly encourage using the EU Recovery Funds for substantial
investments in the fields of energy transition infrastructure, circular economy models, capability
development, cleaner mobility solutions (including cleaner fuels), nature-based solutions,
ecosystem restoration and schemes to drive low-carbon product demand. Investments following
from the EU Green Deal (e.g. the EU Sustainable Europe Investment Plan and Just Transition
Fund), supported by the EU Sustainable Finance Strategy amongst other actions plans, have the
potential to bring about a multiplier effect in mobilizing the required public and private capital.
3. Continue to provide long-term certainty regarding the Dutch climate agreement and
measurable commitments.

The executing power of businesses can only be effective within clear policy frameworks from
governments. We have to ensure our Dutch climate agreement stands firm and its execution
is accelerated using the Green Recovery funds wisely. At the same time, we must see to proper
alignment with the EU targets for 2030 and 2050. When done right, these clear objectives and
roadmaps provide companies with the confidence to invest in green, net-zero emission solutions
for our future needs. We encourage aligning the EU Emission Trading System (ETS) with the
European climate ambitions while ensuring a level playing field with the rest of the world.
To further embed sustainability in our economy, we would welcome an independent Dutch study
on how we can “Make markets fit for SDG purpose”. This study should focus on how governmental
instruments could strengthen market conditions for the business sector, enabling the sector to
maximize its contribution to the SDG agenda.
We look forward to continuing our collaborative work with the Dutch and EU governments, to
further embed sustainability using the full SDG agenda as a mainspring of our economies.
Together, we can make this possible.
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224 Signatories:
0CC / 24-7 Nature Power B.V. / A Beautiful Story B.V. / ABN AMRO / Acacia Water / Accenture B.V. / Achmea / Achmea
Investment Management / ACTIAM / Adburdias B.V. / Aegon Nederland N.V. / Ahold Delhaize / AKB Grootverbruik
B.V. / AkzoNobel / Albron B.V. / Alliander / APG Groep N.V. / ASN Bank / ASN Beleggingsfondsen / ASR Nederland N.V.
/ Athlon Nederland / Augias Schoonmakers B.V. / Band op Spanning / Baril Coatings B.V. / BBK/Door Vriendschap
Sterker / Better Places / Blue Engineering B.V. / BNG Bank / Boer Group Recycling Solutions / Boomkwekerijen M. van
den oever & Zn. / b-open / Bosman Bedrijfsadvies H&E / Bouwinvest Real Estate Investors / BrandLoyalty / Brandwijk
Kerstpakketten / Brilliant Entrepreneur / Bruil / Bureau BUITEN, Economie & Omgeving / Bureau Circuit / CAOS B.V. /
CF Report / CFP Green Buildings / Circular Future / Climate Focus / Communiceren met ZIN / Connecting Hands /
Conpax B.V. / Convent Capital / Coöperatie United Economy / Coors / Copper8 / Corbion / CROWD / CSU / Cultuur
en congrescentrum Antropia / De Droomfabriek / De Mobiele Fabriek B.V. / De Natuurverdubbelaars / De Standbouw
Koning / de Volksbank / Deloitte Holding B.V. / Double Purpose / Ducate Groep / Dumaco / Dutch PET Recycling /
Ebbinge / Economic Board Utrecht / EerlijkWinkelen / EGEN / Ekwadraat Advies / EMMA Safety Footwear B.V. / Enact
Sustainable Strategies B.V. / Enexis Groep / Essent / ExceptionAll / Excess Materials Exchange B.V. / EY Nederland
/ Fairtrade Original / FastFeetGrinded B.V. / FBBasic B.V. / Fiberplast group / Firm of the Future B.V. / FoodImpct /
Gasunie / Geelen Counterflow / Georg Fischer N.V. / Gosling Coffee B.V. / Green Culture Lab / Groenenberg Strategy
& Management / GVB holding N.V. / Haiku Tech Europe B.V. / HBM Consultancy / HEINEKEN N.V. / Het zakelijke hart
/ Homie Pay-Per-Use / ID Management / Identity Games International B.V. / IDH, The Sustainable Trade Initiative /
IGC International / Impact Economy Foundation / ING / InnoMax B.V. / Interall Group B.V. / Interface Nederland B.V. /
JDLsourcing / Kingspan Unidek B.V. / KLM Royal Dutch Airlines / Koffiebranderij G. Peeze B.V. / Koninklijke Van Wijhe Verf
B.V. / KplusV / KPMG N.V. / KPN / KRNWTR+ / KWA Bedrijfsadviseurs B.V. / LabMakelaar Benelux B.V. / LeasePlan Nederland
N.V. / Leolux Meubelfabriek B.V. / LFT / LG Sonic B.V. / Licht Groen B.V. / Luz azul trainingen, advies & coaching / Maas
International B.V. / Maasmond B.V. / ManpowerGroup Nederland / MediaMonks / Milgro B.V. / Modulo Milieustraten
B.V. / Mondial Movers B.V. / More Than Gifts B.V. / MVO Uitvaartbranche Nederland / Na Nu / Natural Mood Makers /
Natural Plastics International / Natuur & Milieu / Nectar Marketing / NEXT CIRCLE / NextGreen B.V. / NIBC Bank N.V. /
Nic&Mic / NN Group N.V. / No Waste decoration / Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, Amsterdam Branch / NPSP B.V. / Nutreco
/ NWB Bank / Ofa Nederland / Ological B.V. / ORTEC / PaperWise B.V. / PectCof B.V. / PEFC Nederland / PGGM / PION
Kunststoffen B.V. / PRé Consultants B.V. / Procoma Consult B.V. / ProComm Partners B.V. / Profundo / PropTechNL /
ProRail B.V. / PwC Netherlands / Rabobank / RAW Paints B.V. / Real Stories Real Impact / Rentinfra B.V. / RET N.V. /
Robeco / Rondeel B.V. / Royal Ahrend / Royal DSM / Royal FrieslandCampina N.V. / Royal HaskoningDHV / Royal Lemkes
/ Royal Philips / Royal Schiphol Group / Royal Swinkels Family Brewers / RSM Netherlands / RTB / SafeSize / Schijvens
Corporate Fashion / Shell Nederland / Signify / SIMON LÉVELT B.V. / Social Impact Factory / SPIE Nederland B.V. /
Spirit of the Age / Spoon & Tamper / Star Sock / Stedin / Steiger B B.V. / Stichting Keurmerken voor Milieu, Veiligheid
en Kwaliteit / Stichting Recover-E / Stichting Samen Tegen Voedselverspilling / Stichting Stimular / Stichting W/E
adviseurs duurzaam bouwen / Stiels B.V. / Tauw Group / TenneT Holding B.V. / Teslin Capital Management B.V. / THE
MAKERS B.V. / TIAS School for Business and Society / Trinomics B.V. / Triodos Bank / TSTUIJ.NL / Twinnovate B.V. / Tzorg /
Unilever / Upp! UpCycling Plastic / Van Beek Ingenieurs B.V. / Van de Sant Innovations B.V. / Vebego International B.V.
/ VELUX Nederland B.V. / Vepa x Drentea / VIVAT N.V. / Volta Limburg B.V. / Waste Treatment Technologies / WEAR2GO
B.V / WEPA Nederland B.V. / Wepublic / Witteveen+Bos Raadgevende ingenieurs B.V. / World Forum The Hague /
Yespers / Yumeko / Zero food waste / Zonneveld Ingenieurs
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